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Attachment 2 
 

Additional Facts Associated with Austin’s Ethical Lapse  

These following facts were contained in the main body of my original letter to AiG on March 14, 2008.  
However, they are further clarified and documented based on the responses to my April 9 letter.   The 
increased volume of this documented correspondence and discussion necessitated moving the material to this 
Attachment in an effort to shorten the main body of the letter. 

The following bullet items chronicle Austin’s further attempts to cover up his plagiarism by using other 
people’s work to claim priority over Brown and avoiding setting the record straight. 

• At mediation, Austin tried to claim priority by referring to another obscure publication (hand drawn 
map) by one of his students (now Dr. John Whitmore) that predated Brown’s.  Austin used 
Whitmore’s map in his 1986 Guidebook and gave him credit in the caption.  Now, in mediation, 
Austin uses Whitmore’s map as if it is his, but Dr. Whitmore’s hand drawn map did not discuss any 
lake, much less Grand Lake’s location, shape, name, breach point, or any other detail—and certainly 
no evidence or mechanism.  See this publication (Austin-Whitmore Map).  

After Dr. Whitmore received my April 9, 2008 letter, he wrote me to rebut my claim that Austin 
plagiarized Brown by saying his term paper (one page of which was this map) gave him and Austin 
priority.  In a phone conversation, I pointed out that I was familiar with the map from his term paper, 
and noted to him that since the map did not show any lake, let alone Grand Lake, that I could not 
accept his claim that it exonerated Austin. 

Dr. Whitmore sharply rebutted that I could not possibly know about his map from the term paper 
because he had never published it.  I then realized that he could not have read my letter very carefully 
because it contained a link to his map with his name on it (just as it appears two paragraphs above). 

As a follow-up to the phone call, I sent the following email to Dr. Whitmore (excerpted to only cover 
portion germane to this issue): 

 
> >>> "Kevin Lea" <kevinl_calvarypo@hotmail.com> 4/16/2008 2:48 PM >>> 
> Dear Dr. Whitmore, 
>   
> I want to again thank you for taking my call on April 12, 2008.   
>   
> As a follow-up to our conversation, I was wondering if you had time to 
> carefully read my letter as it pertains to your 1985 map being posted at 
> our web site.  Specifically, was I in error to attribute the map (at the 
> link below) to you?: 
>   See this publication (Austin-Whitmore Map).  
> If I am correct, the above link is page 48 out of Austin's 1986 
> Guidebook, and although he attributes the map to you, it is clear that 
> nothing about your map, or statements in the Guidebook, talks of a 
> breached dam explanation for the Grand Canyon.  The area that you and 
> Austin call the Bidahochi Formation is, of course, better known as the 
> extinct Hopi Lake.  It was discovered decades before you, Austin, or 
> Brown. 
>   
> If this "Austin-Whitmore Map" link above is accurate in depicting you 
> as the author of the map, then the following paragraph from my letter 
> also has a link to your work.   
 
 

http://www.calvarypo.org/pages/hands/Austin-Whitmore%20Map.htm
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> Two years after your work goes into Austin's 1986 Guidebook, his 1988 
> Guidebook (page 45) includes a modified version of your map without 
> attribution to you.  You will also notice that in using your map, Austin 
> does not discuss any breach dam scenario.  In fact, he uses your map (as 
> if it was his - and minus the "Bidahochi Formation") to talk about how 
> he was thinking during his old-earth days:  
>   "Figure 2.6 - Explanation of how the Grand Canyon was eroded 
> according to the antecedent river theory.  Before the Kaibab Upwarp 
> occurred seventy million years ago, the ancestral Colorado River was 
> flowing westward through northern Arizona.  The Grand Canyon was eroded 
> by slow downcutting by the Colorado River as the Kaibab Upwarp occurred. 
>  The present course of the Colorado River was inherited from the 
> ancestral river after tens of millions of years of uplift and erosion." 
>  
> Did you know that he was publishing a modified version of your map in 
> his 1988 Guidebook without attribution?  Did you know that his 
> discussion of your map was from an old-earth perspective? 
>  
> After reading my letter of March 14th, I hope you will agree that 
> nothing in your map comes close to being an independent find of Dr. 
> Brown's discovery of Grand Lake, its 5,700 feet elevation, its breach at 
> what is today the north end of Marble Canyon, resulting in the 
> undermining of Hopi Lake, resulting in its breaching, thus allowing both 
> lakes to carve the Grand Canyon in a matter of weeks in the recent past. 
> Dr. Brown's theory is not troubled by the Kaibab upwarp because it is a 
> result of these events instead of an obstacle to them (which is unique 
> to Brown and is the only explanation that makes scientific sense).  
> If I have made any mistake in what I said about you, please let me 
> know.  I want to be as accurate as possible. 
>  
> Since you stated that your letter to me was private, I am only sending 
> this to you with copy to Dr. Brown and blind copies to my elders.  If 
> the privacy status of your letter to me has changed, then please let me 
> know. 
>  
> Thank you for your time, 
>  
> Kevin Lea 
 

Dr. Whitmore and I then traded another couple emails where I requested that he provide documented 
evidence to point out any erroneous statements in my letter dealing with my assertions that Austin 
plagiarized Brown’s work.  He refused. The following is a small excerpt of my concluding 
correspondence with Dr. Whitmore. 

 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "John H. Whitmore" <johnwhitmore@cedarville.edu> 
To: "Kevin Lea" <kevinl_calvarypo@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2008 12:51 PM 
Subject: Re: follow up from Pastor Kevin Lea 
 
> Kevin, 
> After reading this note [EARLIER EMAIL] I am convinced that you did not listen to or 
> acknowledge anything I had to say in our phone conversation.  There 
> continue to be inaccuracies [which he refused to point out] in your statements below, 
despite what I 
> told you.  Therefore, I am unwilling to discuss this matter with you 
> further; it will not further the Kingdom of Christ.   
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 [Kevin Lea] therefore have noted that you refuse to point out a single inaccuracy in 
my March 14, 2008, letter, or in my email that you are referring to.  I therefore 
conclude (and so will everyone else) that what I have posted about your no-lake, no-
elevation, no-breach, no-breach location map is factual.  Thus you have not (and I 
suspect you cannot) shown (using facts) that your 1985 paper gives priority of Grand 
Lake, 5,700 feet, breach point, etc. to you and Austin.   
  
Thus I conclude that the facts continue to support that Austin plagiarized Brown's 
Grand Lake, its elevation, its breach point, etc. when he published it as his own in the 
1989 and 1990 Guidebook.  The facts also continue to show that he falsified 
information in the 1994 edition of his book, including the note about your work.  This 
fact will also be clarified when I respond to Austin. 
  
Your refusal to discuss the matter any further (after not giving any examples of 
inaccuracies) will be seen for what it is by all who read my soon to be posted 
response to Dr. Austin's desperate attempt to use your work to cover his plagiarism.   
  
In the interest of giving you and Austin the benefit of the doubt, before finishing my 
letter to Austin, sending it to him, and posting/sending it to all creation ministries as 
an update to my earlier mailing, I will wait for one week to give you time to send me 
your entire research paper that was submitted to Dr. Austin in 1985.  You say you 
have found it, and during our conversation on April 12, 2008, I requested that you 
send me a copy.  Did you already?  My address is XXXXXXX [omitted from original].   
  
When I receive your paper and read about yours (and Austin's) discovery of: Grand 
Lake, separate from Hopi Lake, at an elevation of 5,700 feet, breaching at what is 
now the north end of Marble Canyon, thus carving the Grand Canyon in a matter of 
weeks in the recent past; then I will obviously have a lot of crow to eat and will be 
begging forgiveness from hundreds.  Of course I will wonder why Austin didn't 
provide this information during: 1) the one-year-long exchange of letters with Dr. 
Brown, 2) during the mediation agreement, or 3) during the months afterward 
when letters were exchanged between Dr. Brown and Austin about Austin's refusal to 
comply with the mediation board's determinations. 
  
If I do not receive your paper by April 26, 2008, then I will assume it is because your 
work does not contain these items and thus the record will continue to show that 
Austin plagiarized these details from Brown in 1988 and 1989.  Please feel free to 
call me if you have trouble meeting this deadline XXXXX [phone number omitted 
from original].  – END OF EMAIL 

It should be noted that I never did receive a copy of Dr. Whitmore’s 1985 research paper and I do 
assume it is because Whitmore’s complete work does not support Austin’s claims of priority or 
Whitmore’s claim of assisting in Austin’s priority.  I beg the reader to try and find Grand Lake, its 
elevation, and breach point, in this hand-drawn Whitmore Map.  (Austin-Whitmore Map).  Doesn’t 
it make sense that Whitmore and Austin would want to release Whitmore’s 1985 paper if it supported 
Austin’s claims of accomplishment and priority?  Why haven’t they?  Austin only brought the hand-
drawn Whitmore map to the mediation meeting in a final desperate attempt to convince them that he 
had priority over Brown.  He failed because the mediation panel was unimpressed.  If this was the 
strongest piece of evidence he could provide from Whitmore’s work, it is unlikely that the rest of 
Whitmore’s paper provides anything of substance.  Their (Austin/Whitmore) refusal to divulge the 
rest of the paper shows they need to hide the truth (that they have been less than honest about 
Whitmore’s/Austin’s contribution).  My invitation is still open for Whitmore and/or Austin to provide 
the rest of Whitmore’s research paper for all to read.  If it does indeed provide information about: 
Grand Lake, how it was separate from Hopi Lake, its elevation, and breach point, all predating Dr. 

http://www.calvarypo.org/pages/hands/Austin-Whitmore%20Map.htm
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Brown’s discoveries and writings, then I will change this posting accordingly (after doing forensics 
on the original paper — not that I don’t trust them). 

• From the time Austin was confronted by Brown in 1993, Austin continued, along with Henry Morris 
II, to stonewall, avoid, and deny all meaningful discussion on the matter for many months. 

• At Mediation, Austin failed to convince the Mediation Board that Brown’s charges of plagiarism 
were unfounded to the extent that Peter Robinson determined in his November 14, 1994, letter to 
Austin and Brown that Austin give Brown credit in the next printing of Austin’s book by inserting the 
following paragraph into Austin’s endnote 40: 

In 1989, Walter T. Brown, Jr. in proposing the Hydroplate Theory, also proposed where a 
very large lake, at an elevation of 5,700 feet, once occupied much of southeastern Utah and 
parts of Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico, (In the Beginning [Phoenix, Arizona, Center for 
Scientific Creation, fifth edition, 1989], 58-83).  Brown named it Grand Lake and wrote that 
it breached between what is now Vermillion Cliffs and Echo Cliffs.  This in turn, eroded the 
western bank of Hopi Lake.  All the waters released eroded the Grand Canyon. 

• As directed by the Mediator, Austin did correct endnote 40 in the next printing of his book, but he 
refused to change the name back to Grand Lake as Robinson had directed in his 
September 21, 1994 letter to Austin and Brown (applicable excerpt here). The reader should 
ponder why Austin refused to change the name of the lake back to “Grand Lake” and the extreme 
measures Austin took to get Robinson to change his original direction to Austin to change the lake 
name in his September 21, 1994, letter into a suggestion to do so in his November 14 letter. 
Understanding motive is the key to unlocking every mystery.  Why was Austin so motivated to fight 
Robinson’s September 21 determination?  The answer is found in realizing how changing the name 
back to Grand Lake would have been an extreme embarrassment to Austin and quite possibly a career 
stopper.  Consider the following sequence which could explain Austin’s actions: 

• For three years, Austin used (plagiarized) Brown’s name for the lake (Grand Lake).  However, 
Austin was writing and lecturing as if he had discovered the lake and was preparing to publish his 
book, Grand Canyon: Monument to Catastrophe.   

• In June of 1993, six months before Austin is ready to publish, Brown challenges Austin about his 
plagiarism of Brown’s work.  At first, Austin tells Brown that he came up with the name Grand 
Lake independent of Brown and his [false] copyright proves it.  He later admits in a letter to the 
lead mediator, Professor Peter Robinson, dated August, 29, 1994, that he took the name from 
Brown: 

“Unfortunately, I did not reference Brown as the source of the name “Grand Lake” until the 
1993 issue of Grand Canyon Field Study Tour Guidebook.  That lack of citation of Brown in 
the earlier issues [1990-1992] of the Field Guidebook may have led some to believe that I 
was the source for the name “Grand Lake.”  That supposition is, of course, incorrect.” 

• Austin and Morris then try to deny, in a sequence of letter exchanges with Brown between 
June 1993 and January 1994 that Austin plagiarized Brown’s work, and they also deny that 
Austin accused Brown of plagiarizing Austin, as witnesses were ready to testify.  (While Austin 
was given their names and phone numbers, he made no effort to contact them or contradict or 
correct their recollection in their presence.)  Austin now realizes that if he publishes his book 
with the name Grand Lake, he will be challenged by those who hear Brown’s rebuttals.  

• Therefore (apparently), Austin comes up with his own lake name (Canyonlands Lake) and then 
starts the deception of claiming his lake is different from, and superior to, Brown’s “Grand 

http://www.calvarypo.org/pages/hands/94-09-21_Robinson-to-Brown&Austin.pdf
http://www.calvarypo.org/pages/hands/94-09-21_Robinson-to-Brown&Austin_page2&3.pdf
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Lake.” Austin publishes his book in January of 1994 with many false statements about the Grand 
Lake discovery. 

• Brown’s original concerns about the affect of Austin’s plagiarism and false statements are now 
exacerbated by Austin’s additional published deceptions.  The letter exchanges continue between 
Brown and Austin/Morris (who refuse Brown’s requests that they set the record straight). 

• Brown then demands binding arbitration or he will go public with Austin’s plagiarism.  Austin 
and Morris agree in writing to arbitration, but at the last minute refuse arbitration.  (Arbitration is 
binding; mediation is not.)  The mediation is held and concluded.  The mediation panel concludes 
that Austin needs to make corrections to his book and Austin/Morris fight for (and get) a 
confidentiality clause as part of the signed agreement.  

• The corrections were to be inserted into Austin’s remaining books if more than 1,000 copies 
remained.  Inserted corrections made to remaining inventories of published books are referred to 
in the publishing world as “errata sheets.”   It is embarrassing for an author to insert an errata 
sheet into his or her published work.  It is a big flag saying they were careless to the extent the 
corrections must be made before the next edition.  In Austin’s case, it would be admitting he 
prevented his readers from knowing that the record shows it was Dr. Brown (not Austin) who 
first discovered, named, lectured on, and published about Grand Lake, and thus also hindered 
those same readers from knowing where to get all the scientific evidence for HOW Grand 
Lake breached and thus formed the Grand Canyon.    

• Apparently to avoid this embarrassment, Austin used several deceptive measures to break his 
signed agreement to insert the errata sheet into his remaining inventory of books.  A man of 
integrity would have admitted the error and corrected it, like Dr. Randall Price did in his book 
The Original Bible – 2007, where an errata sheet was inserted in the beginning saying: 

 
“The section entitled ‘What About ‘Errors’ in the Manuscripts?’ on pages 115 to 116 
contains original statistical information produced by Daniel B. Wallace and is taken from his 
chapter ‘Can We Trust the New Testament? The Quality and Quantity of Textual Variants’ as 
contained in J. Ed Komoszewski, D. James Sawyer, and Daniel B. Wallace, Reinventing 
Jesus:  What the Da Vinci Code and Other Novel Speculations Don’t Tell You (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Kregel Publications, 2006). Pp. 59-61.” 

• Please note that Randall’s failure to give attribution has no affect on the reader being able to 
understand the topic.  However, Austin’s failure to attribute Brown’s discovery of an extinct 
lake (Grand Lake, separate from Hopi Lake), its elevation, and its breach point prevents 
(by not pointing people to Brown’s associated explanation of how it breached) one from 
understanding all the reasons for the Grand Lake explanation for the origin of the Grand 
Canyon and how this supports the flood of Noah and its aftermath. 

• To avoid having to place an errata sheet in his remaining books and make changes in the next 
edition of his book, Austin throws up numerous distractions.  After wading through the volumes 
of post mediation arguments raised by Austin, the lead Mediator directs Austin to use the name 
Grand Lake in the next edition of Austin’s book and to make it clear that it was Brown that 
discovered the lake. 

• Austin realizes that he must fight this determination with all the deception he can muster.  Why?  
Because if the next edition of his book changes Canyonlands Lake to Grand Lake, then it will beg 
the question, “Steve, why did you change the name of the lake?”   The truthful answer:  “Because 
I made up the name Canyonlands Lake to try and cover up that I plagiarized Brown’s use of 
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Grand Lake for three years.  Brown brought the evidence of my plagiarism to a mediation board 
and the lead mediator told me to change the name back to Grand Lake and give credit to Brown.” 

• Had Austin been truthful, the confidentiality clause would have been meaningless, and the entire 
creation science community would have been shocked by the behavior of Austin, Morris, and 
ICR (although most evolutionists would not have been).  Therein lays the apparent reason that 
Austin went into full court press against the lead mediator’s determination that the lake name 
should be changed.  Austin used a bogus excuse that the lake could not be named Grand Lake 
because of Federal requirements and told the mediator that he did not have the authority (over the 
Feds) to mandate the name of the lake.  The mediator conceded that he may not have the 
authority but encouraged Austin to change the name anyway — an encouragement Austin 
ignored, which is why this sorry tale has to be made public for the sake of truth. 


	Austin’s deceptions in Note 62 are exposed by Austin himself when he published an article in the July, 2008, issue of ICR’s Acts and Facts titled, “Red Rock Pass: Spillway of the Bonneville Flood.” In reference 8 of that Article, Austin states:
	“Early in 1987, I used topographic data [obtained from Dr. Holroyd] to show that if Grand Canyon were blocked today by a giant man-made dam with 5,700 feet elevation [Brown’s number, not Holroyd’s, who used 5,577 in the map he gave Austin], the lake formed would rise behind the dam to a maximum of 5,620 feet elevation and would extend into four states. The overflow location out of that lake at 5,620 feet would be 20 miles east of Kanab, Utah, at Telegraph Flat.”
	Those who have read Austin’s July 2008, “Red Rock Pass: Spillway of the Bonneville Flood” article, know that it provides only trivial and very misleading musings about how Grand Canyon could have been formed by a breached dam (as Dr. Heaton observed about Austin’s 1994 book).  Austin’s articles (and your museum if you don’t change your display), will be just as trivial 20 years from now because Austin could only plagiarize the name, elevation and breach point of Dr. Brown’s discovery, not the explanation that answers critical details for HOW it carved the Grand Canyon.
	Where his associated endnotes 8 and 9 read:
	8. Early in 1987, I used topographic data to show that if Grand Canyon were blocked today by a giant man-made dam with 5,700 feet elevation, the lake formed would rise behind the dam to a maximum of 5,620 feet elevation and would extend into four states. The overflow location out of that lake at 5,620 feet would be 20 miles east of Kanab, Utah, at Telegraph Flat.
	AUSTIN (2008) — In 1986, I began the process of mapping the possible shore of the giant lakes east and north of Grand Canyon.8
	AUSTIN Endnote 8 (2008). Early in 1987, I used topographic data to show that if Grand Canyon were blocked today by a giant man-made dam with 5,700 feet elevation, the lake formed would rise behind the dam to a maximum of 5,620 feet elevation and would extend into four states. The overflow location out of that lake at 5,620 feet would be 20 miles east of Kanab, Utah, at Telegraph Flat.

